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MOPAC 7 Crime
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Most of the individual MOPAC 7 crime types recorded a reduction compared to the
baseline year 2011/12 except for VWI

 The current level of VWI is
higher than what it was at the
beginning of the target
monitoring.
 It is worth noting while some
crime types recorded a decrease
compared to the baseline year,
they are recording a more recent
increase compared to the
previous rolling year.
 There is a risk in a continued
steady increase in the new
Financial year.
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MOPAC 7 recorded crimes are reducing more in London than E & W
Reduction in MOPAC 7 crimes
in London compared to 11%
reduction in the rest of E & W

Data year to June 2015 (mot recently available comparative data)
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Reduction in Robberies in
London compared to 21%
reduction in the rest of E & W

Reduction in Burglaries in
London compared to 17%
reduction in the rest of E & W
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Increase in recorded Violence
With Injury in London
compared to 15% increase in
the rest of E & W

1 England
2

and Wales figures comparison are the rolling year to June 2015 compared to FY 2011/12 and London figures are for rolling year to November 2015 compared to FY 2011/12.
England and Wales figures are for all motor vehicle Offences (which include theft of motor vehicle, theft f rom motor vehicle and vehicle interference).
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Increase in VWI is not specific to London, 38 out of all the 44 police force area
(including BTP) recorded an increase compared to FY 2011/12
•

Increase in Violence is not a problem
specific to London.

•

Increases have been recorded from most
Police force areas. And is most certainly
due to the changes in recording
practices.

•

The MPS increase in recorded VWI is
similar to the trend recorded nationally
The degree of change varies between
forces

•

The VWI rate per population in
London is the second highest
compared to all the other police
force areas.
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Change in recording practices makes it difficult to compare current recorded VWI
figures against the baseline figures
Clarification and changes in recording practices of violence meant that recording of
malicious wounding increased considerably.

Recorded GBH increased by 245%
in 2 months from Feb 2013 to
April 2013.

In March/April 2013, the MPS CRIB issued and fully
implemented further clarification on recording of violence to
align to Home Office guidelines, stating that any “break in
continuity of the skin” is classified as a serious injury.
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CSEW shows a reduction in violence not reflected in recorded crime
The ONS1 states that
“the renewed focus on the quality of crime recording is likely to have prompted improved compliance with
national standards, leading to more crimes being recorded than previously.”
Based on an audit of a large sample of records, HMIC concluded that, across England and Wales as a whole an estimated
one in five offences (19%) that should have been recorded as crimes were not. The greatest levels of underrecording were seen for violence against the person offences (33%).
Crime Survey for England and Wales data shows a recent reduction in violent crime which is not reflected in the
recorded violent crime trend.

Reducing gap between
recorded crime and the CSEW
incidents indicates an
improvement in recording
practices within the MPS.

1

ONS Crime Statistics, published 22 January 2015
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Reduction in Assault Admissions in A & E
The longer term reduction in violent crime as shown by the CSEW is supported by evidence from several
health data sources 2
Percentage Change in A & E assault admissions in May
14 to April 15 compared to April 13 – March 14.

More than half of the MPS boroughs
(18) recorded a reduction in A & E
assault submissions.

Period

Number of assault finished
admissions episodes (A & E) 3

April 13 - March 14

4,843

May 14 - April 15

4,663

180 less assault
admissions, 3.9%
reduction
2

For example, research conducted by the Violence and Society Research Group at Cardiff University (Sivarajasingam, V., Wells, J.P., Moore, S., Page, N. and Shepherd, J.P., 2015,
‘Violence in England and Wales in 2014: An Accident and Emergency Perspective’ ). Findings from their annual survey, covering a sample of hospital emergency departments and
walk-in centres in England and Wales, showed an overall decrease of 12% in serious violence-related attendances in 2013 compared with 2012. In addition, the most recent
provisional National Health Service (NHS) data on assault admissions to hospitals in England show that for the 12 months to the end of March 2014 there were 31,243 hospital
admissions for assault, a reduction of 5% compared with figures for the preceding 12 months.
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3 Source:

health and Social care Information Centre, Count of Finished Admission Episodes1) with a cause code of assault.

The CSEW VWI figures give a better representation of change than recorded VWI
In accordance with the Statistics and Registration Service Act 2007, statistics based on police recorded crime data have been
assessed against the Code of Practice for Official Statistics and found not to meet the required standard for designation as
National Statistics. Data from the Crime Survey for England and Wales (CSEW) continue to be badged as National Statistics.
The table shows CSEW
figures for all MOPAC 7
crimes.
However the use of the
CSEW data for all MOPAC 7
crimes is not statistically
robust due to the
limitations of the CSEW
data.
Based on the ONS findings that
violence data has been
previously highly underreported, using VWI CSEW is
fully substantiated within
adequate confidence intervals.

Crime type
RY to
(CSEW)
Mar 2012
Burglary
128,808
Criminal Damage
228,018
Robbery
79,930
Theft From MV
196,553
Theft From Person 213,262
Theft Of MV
13,831
VWI
80,100
MOPAC 7
940,502

Percentage
change
-28%
-36%
-81%
-43%
-38%
+20%
+2%
-37%

RY to
Mar 2012
96,229

RY to
Dec 2015

70586

-25643

-27%

Criminal Damage

72,927

63350

-9577

-13%

Robbery

38,915

Theft From MV

73,353

21719
50324

-17196
-23029

-44%
-31%

Theft From Person

42,079

34633

-7446

-18%

Theft Of MV

26,184

22077

-4107

-16%

VWI (CSEW)

80,100

82020

1920

2%

429,787

344,709

-85078

-20%

Crime type
Burglary

MOPAC 7
* Data is RY to June 2015

RY to
Volume Change
Jun 2015*
-35,692
93,116
-82,586
145,432
-65,002
14,928
-85,009
111,544
-81,232
132,030
+2,796
16,627
+1,920
82,020
595,697
-344,805

Volume Change Percentage change
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Tackling violence – a targeted approach
Despite the improvement in recording practices, there is still a need to understand the VWI offenders in a
more targeted approach.

In almost 4 years, there has
been a shift in the violence
offender population to a more
ageing one. Highest volumes
of VWI offenders were aged 21
in FY 2011/12 but the peak is
now at 25 years old.
This change will be affected by
numerous factors at varying
degrees including:
• Population
• Domestic Abuse profiling
• Repeat offenders
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Fraud and Online Crime
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Recorded fraud is lower than estimated levels
The Crime Survey for England and Wales has
shown crime reducing for many years now.
However CSEW has up to now not included
questions concerning Fraud or Cybercrime. A
recent field trial conducted by CSEW has
allowed estimates of fraud and cyber crime to
be made.

Total recorded fraud offences
E&W 2014/15

CSEW Estimated Crime for Year to June 2015 6.5 million
CSEW Field Trial Fraud Estimate
5.1 million
CSEW Field Trial Computer Misuse Estimate 2.5 million

Like all crime, Fraud and Cybercrime are
under-reported. However, recorded fraud
reported by the police, Action Fraud and those
referred by National Fraud Investigation
Bureau have seen increases.

CSEW Fraud
Estimate
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The increase in fraud is part of a changing face of crime
Around 70% of frauds are now cyber-enabled and the internet provides fraudsters the
opportunity to expand their activities on a huge scale (Tightening the net, 2015).

There are now more frauds reported
to the Police and Action Fraud in
England and Wales than there are
domestic burglaries. Source: ONS

Although this is currently not the
case in London, the level of fraud
being reported to Action Fraud by
MPS-area based victims is nearing
the level of recorded domestic
burglaries.
Source: MPS and Action Fraud
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Increased investment against fraud and cyber crime directly affects the MPS ability to investigate

FALCON launch

The Organised Crime Command Fraud and Linked Crime
Online (FALCON) unit was formed in August 2014 to tackle
the increase in online facilitated fraud.
It is clear that since the inception of
FALCON the MPS has an increased
ability to manage higher volumes of
fraud and online crime investigations

FALCON launch

A key aim for FALCON is to significantly improve the
police response to victims and to gain judicial
disposals for those criminals operating online. These
include charges, cautions, PND, etc.
The chart to the right clearly indicates that the launch
of FALCON in the summer of 2014 has had an impact
on the number of judicial outcomes for fraud and
linked crime online
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Confidence
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Overall confidence in police has increased by 7.3 percentage points over the
Mayoral period in response to the 20% challenge
 PAS shows that confidence peaked at its highest ever recorded level in June 2014 (68%) but since has remained fairly
stable over time despite wider events in London and beyond.
 CSEW shows that confidence in the MPS is highest in its Most Similar Force group and joint 22nd out of the 42 forces of
England and Wales.

Source: Public Attitude Survey to September 2015 & Crime Survey of England and Wales to Jun 2015. This shows Percentage of PAS and CSEW respondents
answering ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ to the question “Taking everything into account how good a job do you think the police IN THIS AREA are doing?
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Confidence in the Met Police brand improved significantly after the drop caused by
the London Riots from 58% to 67%

Source: Public Attitude Survey to September 2015 & Crime Survey of England and Wales to Jun 2015. This shows Percentage of PAS and CSEW respondents
answering ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ to the question “How good a job do you think the police are doing in London as a whole?”
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Confidence levels vary significantly by borough
Across the 32 boroughs, confidence is on average at 67%. 14 boroughs are currently below this average.
A comparison of confidence level in the rolling year to September 2015 to the baseline year 2011/12 shows that:
 26 of 32 boroughs have seen no change or improvement in overall confidence
 Greenwich and Islington have seen the biggest improvements (+13%), closely followed by Southwark (+12%). All three

are now above the MPS average, with 72% of residents stating that the police do an excellent/good job in their area.


Harrow (61% confidence) has seen the biggest decrease (-11%), coupled with a 4% decrease in community engagement.

Kensington and
Chelsea is the highest
performing borough.
80% of the residents
here think that the
police do a 'good job'.

Lambeth has seen the
biggest improvement
(69%), scoring a 7
percentage point
increase between Q1
15-16 and Q2 15-16.
Source: Public Attitude Survey to September 2015 (MOPAC Confidence Dashboard)

Haringey is the lowest
performing borough.
Only 57% of the
residents here think
that the police do a
'good job'.
Confidence has
increased by 1
percentage point in
Haringey since last
quarter.
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Costs

19
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What are we trying to achieve?

Cutting costs by 20%
 The MPS net budget stood at £2.6bn in 2012/13. The Commissioner has been
challenged to deliver gross savings of £500m – (this represents 20% of the budget)
– by 2016.
 The 2015-16 MOPAC budget included additional planned savings, bringing the total
budgeted savings now to £573m between 2013/14 and 2015/16.
FY 13/14 Cumulative Savings

£261.9m

FY 14/15 Cumulative Savings

£ 366.4m

FY 15/16 Cumulative Savings

£ 573.1m
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Reduce – Release - Reform
The main focus for these savings is back office functions – the Deputy Mayor’s top priority is to protect the
front line. The Deputy Mayor has asked the Commissioner to achieve the following targets in delivering these
savings:
Reducing overheads and the back office
Drive down organisation support costs and remove duplication and
unnecessary overheads. This will include delivering a 5% reduction in
expenditure on supplies and services and a transformation of how IT is
delivered in the future.

Releasing under-utilised
assets
Delivery of the estates strategy
that will create a more efficient
estate, fit for the operational
needs of the 21st century.

Reforming the policing
model
This is being done by the
introduction of the new Local
Policing Model, reducing the
number of senior officers and
supervisors, and increasing
the rank mix ratio to six
constables for every sergeant.

Note:
1. Capital Receipts as at December 2015 are £102.4m and the forecast for net capital receipts is
£196m.
2. Value of assets have increased even with fewer assets.
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The MPS are on track to deliver over £573m by 2015/16
In overall terms the total planned savings for FY13/14 and FY14/15
have been achieved. We are on track to achieve the 20% target by
the end of 2015/16.

Cumulative Savings 2013-16:
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In FY14/15 the numbers of police recruits were the highest in 10 years
In FY14/15 the numbers of police
recruits were the highest in 10 years
(3,140).
There has been an additional 1,088
recruits in FY15/16 to date (April
2015 – November 2015).

Since April 2015 1,196 officers have left the service. This includes 609 officers who have retired, and 400
who have voluntarily resigned.
In FY14/15 1,810 officers left the service. Attrition levels have remained high over the last three years.
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Police numbers have been maintained alongside making almost £600m savings

Over the last couple of years the MPS has embarked upon a large scale recruitment campaign that has seen
thousands of new Police Constables appointed. The target of circa 32,000 was achieved in April 2015.
Since March 2008,
 the percentage of police officers in
visible roles has increased from 47%
to 54% (+7% points - increasing from
14,811 to 16,729 police officers).
 the percentage of police officers in
specialist roles has also increased
from 14.5% to 31.2% (+17 % points
- increasing from 4,569 to 9,647
police officers).
 the percentage of officers in the
middle office and back office has
reduced from 38.4% to 14.7% since
March 2008 (-23.7% points reducing from 12,079 to 4,538 police
officers). **

National data on front line police officers published by
HMIC shows that in FY 2015/16 (based on budgeted
roles), there is a total of 15,943 police officers assigned
to visible operational front line policing (55.5% of
officers). Although this is lower than the national
average (60%), this is broadly in line with the Most
Similar Group average of 56%.
24

** This is based on OPM data which is an internal MPS measure.

Achievements

Over 75,000
fewer victims of
crime
• 17,000 fewer
robberies
• 25,000 fewer
burglaries
• VWI will need
added focus by the
MPS in 2016/17

Increased public
confidence
• MPS learnt from
2011, then
improved and
maintained
confidence in the
MPS brand
• MPS remains top of
its MSF group
confidence levels

Value for Money
• Cost savings of
£573m is on track
whilst maintaining
police officer
numbers
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